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JOHN R. MELVILLE-JONES

DARIes AT DELPHI

In the surviving financial accounts of the sanctuary of Apollo
at Delphi there are three occasions during the second half of the
fourth century B.e. when 'Darics ' are mentioned. It has always
been taken for granted by commentators that these were gold coins
of Persia; it is, however, the contention of this article that they
were not.

Two of these inscriptions should be considered together, since
they present several interesting problems of text and interpreta
tian, quite apart from the numismatic question which is involved.
The first forms part of the accounts for the first session in the ar
chonship of Theon in 323/3 B.e., and the passage in question reads :

[L1 oxt],uêÏov and TOV x[--- up to 25 letters ---].
L1[ueJuuol suurov ÈVBv1}[xOyra ev É.nr:à <Jr:ar:fjecrtvJ
[netJO,u'Y/,uSVOt.
["')L1.]~ot LJaeetxol rouixovi:a B1! ~[nr:à uai ôeax,uijt.]

5 [ne] tB!t1J,uÉvo c.
[K]al ôoxuieio» and 7:0V neeL(jaV7:'YJetov [--- up to 10 letters]
[LJ]aeetx6ç . aetOp,eï7:Ut lJè <5 Llaeetxàç è[v bnà}
xal oeuxp,fjt. (1)
(' Sample from the k---. One hundred and ninety Darics, reckoned
at seven staters. Thirty more Darics, reckoned at seven and a
drachma. Aiso a sample from the lustral bowl---, one Daric.
The Daric is reckoned at seven and a drachma'.)

Later in the same inscription (2) the same coins are mentioned
again, in the list of sums carried over to the following set of ac-

(1) Fouilles de Delphes. III, 5, 61, col. UA, 1-8 (republished BeIf, 1951, p.264
306). The readings followed here are based on an important study of this and
of F DIli, 5, 58 which has recently been published by Patrick MARCHETTI,

A propos des comptes de Delphes sous les archoniats de Théon (324/3) el de Cap/lis

(327/6), in sen, CI, 1977, p. 133-164.
(2) Unes 31-37.
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counts, which were for the spring session of Theon's year. Here
we find the entry :

Xooaoi ôi-

35 aXoatOl eïxoal elç . iovrwv [oI ftèv éxarà]v ÈveV1]XO
Via év ÉJ'C7:à (JrarijeCft Àe[ÀoytCf!lÉvot i)aa)v ol fJÈ rel
axovra el; Èv bnà [xal oeaXftijt---].
('Two hundred and twenty-one gold (staters), of which one
hundred and ninety were reckoned at seven staters, and thirty
one at seven and a drachrna ').

The second of these entries, it will be clear, explains the restora
tions to the first which have been included in the text prînted above.
Before proceeding to the second inscription, let us consider what
the meaning of the ward 'sample' (dokimeion) in the first passage
may have been, and whether we can explain what the lustral bowl
(perirhanterion) and the other object, whose name began with a
kappa, were. The first question is a difficult one, but there can
hardly be any doubt of the correct answer to the second, when we
take into consideration the date of the inscription and the place
from which it cornes. What we have here is a reference ta the
making of replacements for sorne of the offerings of Croesus ta
Delphi which had been lost a generation before. In Herodotus's
account of them, there are mentioned two lustral bowls, one gold
and the other silver, and two kraters, one again in each meta1.
In Diodorus's narrative of the seizing of Apollo's treasures durîng
the Third Sacred War, the only offerings of Croesus which are
specifically mentioned as having been taken and converted into
money by the Phocians are the gold bricks which also appear in
Herodotus's list, but since it is clear that at least three, and probably
an four of the Phocian generals struck coins, and that the treasures
of Delphi were raided on more than one occasion, it is very prob
able that the kraters and the lustral bowls also disappeared at
sorne time during the war (3). It is also likely that when the war
was over, sorne replacements were made and given ta Apollo by
one city or another; in fact, Plutarch provides us with evidence
that this happened in one case, when he tells us of the hydria which
was made by the Opuntians from Phocian coinage which they had
collected for this purpose (4).

(3) Herodotus l,51; Diodorus 16, 28, 2 ; 3D, 1 ; 33, 2 ; 36, 1 ; 56, 5-7; 61, 3.
(4) De Pylll. Drac. 16.
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Tt is clear that the lustral bowl and the krater mentioned in
Theon's accounts were made at Delphi, and that they were no 01'

dinary offerings, because in several earlier sets of accounts there
are references to the making of them, which show that the work
must have gone on for sorne years. In the first of these inscriptions
payments are recorded as having been made 'to the workers on
the krater and the lustral bowl, who came from Athens '. The
next Iists payments made to a Sicyonian who had contracted to
work on the silver krater, and to an Athenian, for working 'on
the base of the lustral bowl and the lustral bowl itself '. In the third,
the lustral bowl is mentioned again, although the context is unclear;
but nearby appears the narne of Pancrates of Argos, a stone-mason,
from which we may conjecture that a stone plinth was being pre
pared for it (5). In all of these inscriptions the offerings are menti
oned without any further indication of what they were, and the
fact that it is taken for granted that such indications were un
necessary is another proof that they were of a very special kind,
and se weIl known that they needed no further description.

The general picture seems to be clear. What then were these
'samples' from the lustral bowl and krater, which we may now
imagine to have been finished, sinee no payments were made for
work on them during Theon's archonship? The word which is
used here, dokimeion, is not a particularly cornmon one, and there
are only three other instances of its use in what appear to be similar
contexts, none of them. as it happens, from Delphi. The first and
most important is to he found in an inscription from Oropus,
on the borders of Attica and Boeotia. This is probably to he dated
shortly after the middle of the third century B.C., and records a
decision to melt down a number of dedications (including coins)
which were to be found in the local shrine of Amphiaraus, because
they were damaged or had fallen from the places in which they
had been fixed (6). The resulting metal was then to be refined until
its purity was equal to that of coinage ; after this, it was to be used
to make repairs to such of the shrine's sacred utensils as needed
them, and several new ones were to he made; in particular, the
committee in charge of these operations was to use sorne of the

(5) F DIlI, 5, 48 col. 1 Unes 23-24 ; 62 lines 5-13 ; 74 lines 40-41.
(6) IG VII, 303.
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coined and uncoined gold for the purpose of making a new golden
krater for the god, 'Ieaving a sample', kaialipomene dokimeion.

At Athens, several inventories ranging in date from 384 ta 343
B.e. contain references ta "samples ', One entry reads, "samples,
in a box sealed with the public seal ', which tells us nothing except
that they were probably of no great size (7). The next reads as
Iollows :

"Samples : golden leiai 23 other golden leiai, their
weight being 47 drachmas 2 obols ; sample of the oenochoe of
the two goddesses, 1 3/4 obols of gold; sample of the oenochoe
of Athena, 1 3/4 obois of gold; sample of the gold of the bowls,
1 1/2 obols ; sample of the gold of the censers, 1 3/4 obels ; sam
pIe of the throne, nothing written on it, 1 1/2 obols (8)'.

The third entry is much shorter, and says only, 'Samples : forty
six golden leiai, weight 89 drachmas 3 obols ' (9). The word leia
which appears here and in the preeeding text is a mystery. If it
is the same as the Attie Greek ward laia, it may mean "loom
weight ', but the average weight of the leiai mentioned here is
only about two drachrnas, which would not be enough ta hoId the
warp threads in an upright loom straight. It is possible that they
were so called because they had hales bored through them, and 50

resembled genuine weights but were on a smaller seale; further
speculation on this question does not seem profitable (10). The other
dokimeia, however, are specifically said to be from various pieces
of equipment of a kind appropriate to religious use, which suggests
that the same procedure was being followed at Athens as at Oropus.

The third place where we find the word dokimeion apparently
used in this way is in one of the Delian inscriptions, an inventory
of c. 140 B.C., where we find the entry, 'Twenty golden bowls and
a sample bearing the inscription « The Delians to Apollo, Artemis
and Leto ». weight with the sample two thousand (drachmas)' (11).
The fact that the weights of the offerings and of the sampIe together

(7) lG II2 1443 col. III Iines 214-215, repeated in 1455a lines 15-17.
(8) IG II2 1415 lines 9-14.
(9) IG II2 1425 col. l Iines 35-38, repeated in 1436 line 58.
(10) References may be found in LlDDELL-SCOTT-JONES, Greek-Bnqlisli Lexi

con. H. BLÜMNER, Technologie und Terminologie der Gewerbe und Kiinste bei
Griecheti und Rôtner, vol. 3, Leipzig, 1884, p. 93, also gives the meaning 'chisel ',
but this ls not likely to apply here.

(11) Inscriptions de Delphes 1449 Aab II 32-33.
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came to a round two thousand drachmas suggests that the original
offerîng consisted of that weight of gold, and that a small piece was
put aside during the maldng for sorne purpose.

What migbt this purpose have been? In the circumstances,
Boeckh's interpretation (12) of the phrase in the Oropus inscription
is probably still the best one: a dokimeion was a sarnple which, if
need arase, could be tested in order to show the nature of the pre
cious metal from which an offering had been made, without there
being any need to damage the abject itself. When the metal which
was used to rnake an offering consisted wbolly or partly of coins,
it is natural ta suppose that a coin would have served the purpose,
and this explanation will certainly fit the passage from Theon's
accounts at Delphi very weIl. As has already been shown, there
is every likelihood that the vessels mentioned there were a silver
krater and a gold lustral bowl which had been made ta replace, at
least in part, the lost gifts of Croesus ; it is also very likely that at
least sorne of the metal which had been col1ected to make these
two objects took the form of coinage, since we have Plutarch's
evidence, quoted above, for the following of a similar procedure by
the Opuntians. On tbis basis it is possible to suggest restorations
which will fill the two gaps in the text of this part of the inscription,
if we assume that the descriptions of the two 'samples' were paral
lel, each being described as a coin, while the rest of the entry gave
the name and the metal of the object of which it was a sample.
Since the total of gold coinage in the second passage from Theon's
aceounts quoted above is the same as that which is reaehed by
adding together the separate sums in gold listed in the first passage,
the dokitneion, if it was a coin, must have been a silver one, and since,
as has already been mentioned, the second of the inscriptions which
refer ta the making of a krater land a lustral bowl states that the
former was of silver, it seems reasonable to restore the gap in the
first Iine in such a way that it will include the words 'krater',

(12) In his notes to CIG J, 1570. In following Boeckh, 1 am forced to reject
the suggestion made by Marchetti in the article cited in note 1 above, that the
dokimeia were ingots of metal produced as the result of the rnelting down of
offerings. His arguments are complex, and cannat he surnmarlsed Iairly within
a brief note such as this one, but they contain two assumptions which are hard
to believe : that both of these ingots had a weight which could he expressed in an
exact number of Darics, and that the Daric could he used as a unit of weight at
Delphi.
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•silver ' and the name of a coin. In the second gap there is room
only for the name of the metal of which the lustral bowl was made,
which must be gold, because the dokimeion was a gold coin. We
may therefore restore the first line of the passage as follows :

[LI O'Xl ]fleïo'V and rov ~[{jan7eOç rov àeyv{jov aTarij{j (or ~ea

Xfl 1]) ].

and the seventh and eighth, following the same princîples :

[K]al fJOXIPÛOV and rov ne{jlea'Vr'YJetov [rov xevO'oiJ]
[LI ]a{jSlxoç .

(' Sample from the silver krater, a stater (or drachma).
- Also a sample from the golden lustral bowl, a Daric.)

In a second inscription from Delphi, three years earlier, sorne of
these Darics also seem to have been mentioned. Here we have an
entry:

ual rrov Lfa{juxw'V [TmJ'V elç TOVÇ eITBqJa-
['Vo]vç ov èXe'IJaafldJa naea rWfl nevntvlwv 'OÂ~[flllla]fJl

[LialeBlxro'V éxaro'V è'VB'V~xo'Vra, EnlxaTaÂÂ[ayl~ fyÉ'Vero zrrœ-
TfjeSç

[ev]eV~XO'l1Ta nÉvTE.

(' ... and for that part of the Darics for the crowns which we
borrowed from the prytanies for Olympias, one hundred and
ninety Darics, the fee for changing was ninety-five staters) (l3).

These must be the same hundred and nînety coins as the ones
whîch appeared in Theon's accounts, because this earlier inscription
shows us why they were converted into sîlver at a rate different
from that which was used for the other thirty-one gold coins. The
problem has been satisfactorily solved by Keil and ethers, and the
explanation seems to be clear enough : the treasurers must have
borrowed a hundred and ninety Darics to provide part of the metal
for crowns, and then reclaimed the priee from the donor, Olympias,
in silver, at the rate at which the gold would have had ta be bought
on the open market. This would have been at the rate of seven
Aeginetan staters per Darie, with a money-changer's fee of half
a stater per Daric. But since they had only borrowed the coins

(13) FD III, 5, 58 Unes 5-8. In Ilne 6, Keil's brilliant suggestion (Hermes,
1902, p. 511-529) that the gap at the end of the line could he filled with the name
of Olympias seems now to he confirmed by Marchetti's re-examination of the
stone, which has shown that the remains of the third letter of her name are
in fact visible.
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from the prytanies, and had not actually had to buy them, they
eredited themselves in a separate entry with that part of the total
sum which would have been kept by a moncy-changer, one hundred
and ninety drachmas or ninety-five staters (1'l). The reason for
converting the other gold coins into silver at the higher rate of
seven and a half staters, Le. fifteen Aeginetan drachmas to one
gold stater, or one drachma per stater more than the regular rate,
must have been that they had aetually been purchased from a
money-changer who had charged his usuai fee. The thirty-one gold
staters would therefore have cast 232~ silver staters, which eould
have been brought into the accounts either as a single item, or as
two separate ones consisting of a figure of 217 staters to represent
the value of the gold coins, together with a fee for changing of fifteen
and a half staters. The former method must have been chosen, and
therefore it was necessary to record two different values for the
different groups of gold coins (15).

Sueh is the background, and we now come to the question of the
identity of the coins coneerned. It has always been taken for granted
that they were in fact Persian Darios, and if they were, sinee seven
of the Aeginetan-weight staters which formed the official currency
of Delphi are equal to twenty Attic draehmas, and the priee of gold
in terms of silver had by this time dropped to 10: 1, a Persian
Daric must have circulated in Greece on equal terms with an Attie

(14) Keil, op. cii. followed by R. BOGAERT, Banques et banquiers dans les
cités grecques, Leyde, 1968, p. 110-111.

(15) If these coins entered the treasury of Apollo by being purchased, a con
clusion of sorne numismatic interest may follow. Diodorus and Plutarch, in the
passages to which reference has already been made, both say that the Phocians
struck coins from the silver and the gold which they took from the sanctuary ;
but no gold coinage of the Phocians is now known. New finds may settle the
matter, either of gold or electrum coins (for as R. T. WILLIAMS pointed out in his
study The Situer Coinage of the Phokians, London, 1972, p. 51-58, the greater
number of the gold bricks of Croesus were in tact of electrum), but it seems to the
present writer unlikely that coins were struck in any metal but silver, since
up to this time gold had been used by the states of rnainland Greece only in
an emergency, and there is no evidence for any shortage of silver in this area
at this time. The new golden lustral bowl whîch was being made at Delphi would
surely have been made, at least in part, from Phocian gold coins if any existed ;
and one of thèse would then have been the most natural one to choose as a
dokitneion ; but. the Iact that the gold âokimeion was valued at a rate which
suggests that it had been acquired by purchase rather than by confiscation or
as hooty, suggests that it was not Phocian.
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weight goId stater or didrachm (16). This point of view finds sorne
apparent support in the literary sources. In the first place, there
appears to be an equation between Daries and Attic didrachms in
a passage of Xenophon's Anabasis which is often quoted in this
context, where the soothsayer Silanus of Ambracia is said to have
been promised ten talents (i.e., 60,000 drachmas in silver), if his
prediction that the Great King would not give hattle within ten
days proved correct; in due course, we are told, he received three
thousand Darics (17). Secondly, in Lysias's oration AgainsL Eraîos

lhenes, Lysias claims that when he tried to buy his safety from the
Thirty Tyrants, he had as part of his personal wealth a certain
sum in Darics; and Harpocration's Lexicoti to the Attic Orators
(followed by Suidas) refers to this passage in explaining that a
Daric was equivalent to the gold coin called a ehnjsous by the
Athenians, which was worth twenty drachmas or one-fifth of a
silver mina (lS). A similar statement appears in the work of an
anonymous Alexandrian writer of the first century A.D., who tells
us that the Homeric talent was equal to a Daric, which in turn was
equal to two Attic drachmas (19). None of these texts, however,
gives us the record of an actual financial transaction, and since
no one would deny that an Attic weight gold stater and a Daric
were approximately equivalent to one another, the literary evidence
cannot be used to prove that a money-changer would have aeeepted
them at exactly the same rate, any more than it can he said that
because the Greek historians used 'drachma' and' oboI' from time
to time as equivalents of the Roman denarius, sestertius and as,
they must have been exaetly equal in value.

(16) The exchange rate of seven Aeginetan staters for one 'Philip' is recorded
once al Delphi, in the accounts of Dion (336/5 B.C.). Berc we have an entry,
'To the temple builders, for cypress wood, 150 gold Philips, each reckoned al

seven staters, making in old coinage thirty minas.' The reason why these coins
were reckoned at seven staters, not seven and a half, must be that they had not
been bought from a moncy-changer, but had come into the treasurers ' hands
by some ether means.

(17) I, vii, 18 cf. ARRIAN, Anabasis, IV, XVIII, 7.
(18) Lysias X II, 11 (the Llaeetxovç prînted in modern texts is a good ernenda

tion of the ms. Ka(!ty.ovç which is most unlikely to have been the name of
any kind of money) ; Harpocration and Suidas S.V. iJaeBtx6ç.

(19) Fr. HULTSCH, Metroloqicorum Seriptorum Reliquiae. I, Leipzig, 1864, p.
301 (for sorne reason this passage is omitted in the Latin version of Calvus).
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Is it in fact likely that these two gold coins were tariffed at
exactly the same rate? The Daric weighed between 8.3 and 8.4
grams, while the Attic gold stater had a theoretical weight of at
least 8.7 grarns (20). The difference between these weights may seem
a small one, but when expressed in terms of silver it is the equivalent
of three grams or more of the less valuable metaI, in other words
of at least four Attic obels, and it is hard to imagine a money
changer or anyone else being indifferent to such an arnount, par
ticularly when more than one coin had to be exchanged. We must
therefore consider whether any other kînd of money might have
been described in this way at this time.

The only goId coins which circulated in any numbers in mainland
Greece at this time were the Attic-weight gold staters of Macedon ;
it should be noted that although literary sources suggest that
Persian gold crossed the Aegean in large quantities from time to
time, finds of Persian coins in Greece itself are in fact rare (21).
Darics must, however, have been more cornmon than any Greek
gold coins up to the middle of the fourth century, since silver had
always been the normal metal of coinage there. Is it then possible

(20) For the metrology of the Daric, see K. REGLING, Dareikos und Kroiseios,

in Klio, 14, 1915, p. 91-112. A weight of 4.36 grams for the Attic drachma may
be established not only from the coins, but from the Iact that a Iate second
century inscription from Athens (IG II2 1013), announces the introduction of a
new mina for market produce of 150 coin drachmas. This can hardly be ex
plained otherwise than as an adjustment to bring it in Une with the Roman
weight system; an Attic mina of 654 grams would then equaI two Roman pounds
of 327.5 grams.

(21) There are in faet only three such hourds from central and southern Greece
listed in M. THOMPSON, O. M0RKHOLM and C. M. KRAAY, Inuenlory of Greek Coin
Hoarâs, New York, 1973 : in 1929 a 5th century hoard of severaI hundred Darlcs
was discovered at Athens (lGCH 32) ; a hoard from Elis, buried about 400 n.c.,
contained a dozen Darics and four electrum staters of Cyzicus (IGCH 43) ; and
a hoard of the mid-fourth century from the neighbourhood of Eretria (lGCH
63) consisted of thirty-slx Darios, together with twelve goId staters of Philip II
and Philippi. There is also the famous hoard from Mt Athos of three hundred
Darics and about a hundred Attie tetradrachms, which is not, apparently, to
he connected wîth Xerxes's passage in 480 B.C., since there was at least one
ïourth century Athenian coin there (IGCfI 362). The composition of these
hoards makes it clear that they were completely irnported, rather than repre
sentîng selections from coinage in general use in these neighbourhoods ; there is
no reason ta suppose that the Daric circulated in trade, and we should assume
that those who acqulred them would sell them as buIIion, as the need arase, or
melt them down.

3
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that before Philip II began to strike large numbers of gold coins
from the metal produced by his Pangaean mines, the word 'Daric'
had come to be used as a general term, which might sometimes
be used to describe any gold coin?

We do in fact meet the word 'Daric ' in Ausonius in this same
sense (22), although the completely different context and the great
gap in time make it impossible to claim that this latter example
is of any great relevance to the question. There is, however, one
certain instance of its being used in this very way from a text
mueh closer at hand, an Athenian inventory of 337/6 B.e., which
mentions arnong other valuables ten 'Darics of Philip', Dareikoi
Philippeioi (23), and it can hardly be doubted that this phrase was
meant to describe Philip's Attic-weight gold staters, and not Persian
coins. There is, therefore, at least sorne epigraphic evidence of the
same period to support the hypothesis suggested above.

At this point we should examine the last of the three inscriptions
from Delphi which mention 'Darics ', an inventory which records
among other objects of value two golden crowns offered to the
sanctuary by the Athenian cleruchs on Samos shortly after 334
B.e. (24). The recorded weights of these crowns were approximately
the same, the first being described as weighing 'twenty Darics,
a half-Daric and half an obol ', and the second 'twenty Darics and
one and a half obols ', This is not quite such a strange way of
recording weights as it rnight at first glanee seem to be, since it
was sometimes the convention in the compiling of temple inventories
to weigh silver objects against silver coins, and gold objects against
gold ones (25). But it would be very odd îndeed if the weight of
an object were to be expressed in terms of coins helonging to two

(22) XV J, 19-23. In this passage, coins which must have heen Roman Imperial
solidi arc Ilrst ealled 'Philips' and then 'Darlcs '. By this Ume there had al
rcady been Roman Emperors bearing the name of Philip, a clrcumstance which
had led to the fictitious use of the name in the Scripiores Historiae Augusfae
(Claudius 14, Aureliati 9 and 12, Probus 4). For references to the use of the
word in Plautus and Livy, not relevant to the present discussion, see E. Babe
Ion, Traité, Part 1, p. 480.

(23) IG II2 1526, lines 22-23.
(24) SIC3 276 A, Unes 11-15 ; B, lines 11-15.
(25) Clear evidenee cornes from Miletus, where the records of the sanctuary

at Didyma provide many examples of this practice ; see A. REI-IM, Didyma. II,
Die Inschriîlen, nos. 427, 431, 439, 442, 445, 446, 463-464 and 476. (no. 424,
however, gives the weight of both gold and silver objects sîmply in drachmas),
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different weight systems. If the weighing and ticketing of the crowns
was done on Samos (in which case, it must be assumed that the
administrators of the sanctuary at Delphi simply repeated, with
or without checking them, the weights as they had been written
down by the Athenian who had previously weighed them), the
'Darios t would certainly have been of Attic weight. If, on the
other hand, the weighing was done at Delphi, the same would he
true, hecause of the convention just mentioned, since no Greek
mint ever issued gold coins on the Aeginetan standard which was
used there. We therefore appear to have one more example of the
use of the term •Daric t at Delphi to describe an Attic-weight gold
stater.

18 there any evidence from other sources for the use of the term
'Daric' ta descrihe Greek gold staters, apart from the Athenian
inventory already mentioned? In the case of the orator Lysias
which bas been previously mentioned, it is far more likely that at
the end of the Peloponnesian War he had Athenian rather than
Persian gold coins in his possession. In nearly every other case,
however, in which Darics are mentioned in other inventories or
similar official documents of the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.,
it is certain that they were actually Persian coins. When an un
known donor gave eight hundred Darics ta the Spartans durîng
the Archidamian War, (26) there is no ether gold coinage in which
the payment is likely ta have been made at this time. The hundred
and five Darics reported by the Treasurers of the Other Gods at
Athens in 429/8 B.C. (27) must for the same reason have been Persian,
and the forty-three Darics which appear in the accounts of the sanc
tuary of Demeter and Kore at Eleusis for 409/8 B.C. (28) cannat
have been Athenian coins, since the emergency issue of gold which
Athens produced at the end of the Peloponnesian \Var is securely
dated ta 407/6 (29). In two other cases, the origin of the coins was
in Asia, 50 no room is left for doubt; in 357 B.C., or in one of the
two following years, Erythrae in Ionia honoured Mausolus and
Artemisia of Caria with crowns of fifty and thirty Darics respective-

(26) IG V, 1, line 1.

(27) IG 12 310, lines 103-104.
(28) IG 12 313, line 48, repeated in 314, Iine 55 (the following year).
(29) The scholiast on line 720 of Aristophanes's Froqs, produced in 405 B.C.,

dates it ta the archonship of Antigenes in the preceding year,
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ly (30), and at about the same time the Magnesians of lonia sent
a gift of three hundred Darics as a contribution ta the building of
walls for the newly-founded city of Megalopolis in Arcadia (31).
But there is one other example from maînland Greece which may
lead us ta suspect that the ward was again being used ta describe
Greek gold staters. An inscription from Lebadeia (32) of the middle
of the fourth century B.C. gives a list of persans who had made
gifts ta the oracle of Trophonius there. Most of these gifts were
made in silver coinage, but one Telemachus, a Dorian from Cytini
nID, gave two 'Darics ', and Euanthidas, a Locrian, gave one. No
certainty is possible, but when we try ta estimate the likelihood of
two Greeks from different cities in this part of Greece bath making
payments in Persian money at this time, it does not seem unreason
able ta suggest that these were in fact also sorne of the new gold
coins of Philip of Macedon, as seems ta have been the case with the
slightly later inscriptions from Delphî, and that here once more
the ward was being used as a general description for any gold coin.

(30) 81G3 168, Iines 14-18.
(31) O. KERN, Die Insehriften von Magnesia am Maeander, 38, lines 27-28.

The inscription itself is of 207/6 B.C., but clearly refers to the event as having
taken place at an earlier time ; the date 11105t likely is obviously saon after
the founding of Megalopolis.

(32) IG VII 3055, Iines 13-14 and 17-18.




